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NEWLY RENOVATED, THIS SEASIDE
PROPERTY WAS DESIGNED FOR
OUTDOOR LIVING
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They also wanted a sauna and an outdoor
entertainment space equipped with braai facilities,
including an outdoor kitchen counter.
“This was made possible by sinking the sauna
and adjacent wet room below ground to comply
ONNAH DESIGN 072 110 1079

R

etiring at the coast is what many South Africans look
forward to, but for these home owners this is
their home.
Located in an estate in one of Cape Town’s most
desirable suburbs, Hout Bay, the expansive property
was renovated to fit the family’s needs and lifestyle.
To maximise the outdoor space and enchanting views of the
bay, the home required an extension.
“The owners requested a larger swimming pool with timber
decking further away from the house in a more sunny space of
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ABOVE: Architecture and interior design firm Onnah Design was
responsible for the execution of this home’s new pool, deck and
underground sauna. From concept to completion, the firm assisted in
achieving the best possible result. This included obtaining estate and
council approvals, design documentation for tender and construction
purposes, sourcing of finishes, project management and site visits.

with the estate’s architectural guidelines and building
and height regulations. The roof for this structure
was converted into a beautiful garden, which is
conveniently close to both the renovated pool area and
the main house.”

>

“To maximise the outdoor space and
enchanting views of the bay, the home
required an extension.”

the plot. The existing pool was too small for full enjoyment
and was also overcast by shade for most of the day,” says
the architect.
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“The owners
drew inspiration
from the majestic
ocean views the
property looks
out onto and the
luscious green
landscapes that
surround the
estate.”
COCO-MAT 082 498 1720

For the home’s interiors, the owners drew
inspiration from the majestic ocean views the property
looks out onto and the luscious green landscapes
that surround the estate. Featuring a mix of subtle
and deep shades of blue, grey and a bit of green,
the colour palette has been paired with finishes and
furniture in natural and natural-looking materials such
as wood and stone.
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The result is effortless design that evokes a calming and
relaxing ambience – the perfect retreat for this family who
adores living by the sea. Q

CONTACTS:
COCO-MAT – natural beds, mattresses and pillows
082 498 1720, capetown@coco-mat.co.za,
johannesburg@coco-mat.co.za

ABOVE: COCO-MAT’s handcrafted Atlas mattress features in this new home
surrounded by nature’s beauty, inducing blissful sleep. The Atlas mattress
is designed with coconut fibre, seaweed and natural rubber. Embracing a
lifestyle based on simple life values that can make every day a little happier,
COCO-MAT promotes healthy living and balanced lifestyles.
ONNAH DESIGN – architecture and interior design

072 110 1079, hannodeswardt@gmail.com, onnahdesign.co.za
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